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The Planning

I feel restless in heavy noise so my ideal place to relax should be somewhere quite and noiseless.

There should be enough space for light and natural breeze to get in. To practice mindfulness my

top priority is to read books to set my imagination free. Having a cup of my favourite hot

beverage and hearing the sound of breeze and birds chirping can heal my soul. So here is the list

of item I would choose to create a soothing and relaxing environment for myself.

● A setting for floor bed : If we are talking about relaxing, we need a place to lay down.

I really find making of bed with woods as a furniture a bit inefficient, every tradition has

their own kind of mattress (like Japanese futon, or our traditional tashak), Using these

traditional mattress to set a bed can be more affordable, efficient and also, making a high

bed with woods doesn't make it more comfortable.

● Bedside platform to use for reading and writing: This is a must to practice

mindfulness for me. I love writing journals, reading books, and sometimes painting.

● A Book Shelf: I love to read books, If I don't add a bookshelf to my favorite cozy corner,

where would I put it?

● Some houseplants: I love the idea of adopting trees and setting them in the house,

taking care of them, growing together, it's a divine form of connection man feels with the

trees. So I would place some plants by my bedside, I would use used plastic bottles as

plant baskets, why not reduce some waste?

Picking a Space

I have picked one corner of my room where I usually rest and study. A place where I can be

myself. So I intend to convert this corner of my room into my self-care sanctuary.

The Transformation

I grabbed anything I find usable and implanted here. I brought discarded clay pot of misfit dahi

(sweet curd) and two bottles and planted three trees and placed them on the bedside.

I placed a platform in side by the window so I can study in natural light in day not to waste

energy.

I printed some posters of my favourite movies and intellectuals to keep myself motivated, also

included some art of myself.

I made two wall pockets to keep stuffs with my old non used cloths. And brought a bag made of

our traditional jute.

I also brought a katha (a kind of quilt) made by my mom by old shari (traditional women wear

of Bangladesh) to use instead of blanket.

I used a pati (traditional floor mat), jajim, tashak (traditional mattress) to lay out a bed where I

can sleep, relax, meditate and do yoga for refreshment.

Reflecting

After making the space for myself It's time to experience and reflect on my life and decisions. I

am an ambitious person but more than anything I want to feel fulfilled and happy. I can not feel

completely happy with an attitude of exploiting the environment as environtment itself nurtures

us all. I wanted to be in this 30 days journey to consciously and sub consciously built in an eco

friendly attitude inside me. I want to be more gentle to the earth, to myself to my loved ones.
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The Experience

All the work was exhausting, I will not lie but I was working for myself so I felt divine. The whole

setting up a self care sanctuary did make me realize onvsimple thing that it is never too late to

take care of myself. My body and my mind both can be connected to the nature. So it was

refreshing making a personal space.

I plan to use this space from now on to get creative ideas about nature, myself and the society,

how I can make it better, How can I create a change. I am going to spend time listening to bird

songs when tired, look at trees dancing in soft breeze and read books im the sunlight.

I am gonna learn to love myself and the nature better.
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